
Pinot noir Vin de France
Sophie Bertin

Wine & Food

Serve between 12°C to 14°C
Food & Wine pairing : This pinot noir is a « glou-glou  
wine to take as an appetizer. Light and elegant, it is 
a perfect wine for many types of dishes : white meats, 
charcuterie...
Aging potential : 3 years depending on the vintage.

TasTing noTes

Terroir & Vineyard

The vines are planted on clay-limestone soils ideal for pinot noir.

An elegant pinot noir...
It has a very beautiful ruby colour and a fine nose, with 
strong aromas of red fruits.
This charming wine evokes a sensation of roundness  and 
is full of fresh rasperry and strawberry flavours.

Once the grapes have been picked, they are inspected and destemmed to remove any stems 
or any berries that are spoilt.
Then, the pinot noir is conveyed to stainless steel tanks for a cold skin maceration. The vatting 
time is short to maximize the fruit and to obtain an easy drinking wine.
Then, the juice undergoes an alcoholic fermentation during 2-3 weeks at a controlled 
temperature of between 18°C to 25°C.
After devatting and blending pressed juice and free-run juice, the wine rests in stainless steel 
tanks until the bottling is done at springtime.

Winemaking

Domaine Éric Louis - 26 rue de la Mairie, 18300 Thauvenay
02 48 79 91 46 - contact@sancerre-ericlouis.com - www.sancerre-ericlouis.com

grape VarieTy

100% pinot noir de Bourgone 

Courtesy of BIVC

»

This cuvee was born from the meeting of Eric Louis, Sancerre wine-grower and wine-merchant & Sophie Bertin, a 
deeply rooted woman in the Sancerre region...
Sophie means wisdom in Greek. We could assume that Sophie would give some of her wisdom to Eric but when 
Sophie & Eric work together, it ’s a more challenging atmosphere: - «Dare or not ?!» used to say Sophie, so Eric usually 
answered: 
- «Challenge accepted!» and created a more feminine cuvee with suppleness, subtlety and great elegance. 
Sophie’s wine was born !


